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PREFACE 

This report is an independent contribution to the program of 

research of the Human Performance Center, Department of Psychology, 

on human information processing stress factors, supported by tne 

Office of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, under Order No. 1949, 

and monitored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under 

Contract No. F44620-72-C-0019. 

This report was also a dissertation submitted by the author in 

partial fulfillment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Psychology) 

in the University of Michigan, 1073.  The doctoral dissertation 

committee was:  Drs. J. G. Greeno, Chairman, R. A. Bjork, S. Kaplan, 
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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies (Mayer 6 Greeno, 1972; Grceno S Mayer, in prepara- 
tion) have suggested that teaching S_s to solve certain kinds of problems 
by different instructional methods may result in .'.earning outcomes which 
differ in structural or qualitative ways as inaicated by a pattern of 
treatment x posttest interaction (TPI).  Two new questions dealt with 
in this dissertation were:  (1) How can the acquisition process for 
structurally different learning outcomes be characterized?  (2) Once 
established, can the structure of learning outcomes be altered by 
post-experimental manipulations such as stress during testing? 

In tuo main experiments, the concept of binomial probability was 
taught to S via expository four-lesson teaching booklets, by two in- 
structional methods that differed in sequencing and emphasis.  One 
instructional method (Sequence F) began each lesson with a formal state- 
ment of the rule (or sub-rule) and explained component variables only 
within*the context of calculating with the formula; the other method 
(Sequence G) began each lesson by attempting to relate component 
variables to S's general experience, e.g., with "trials,' "outcomes," 
"successes," etc., before presenting any formal stateme,.- of^the rule. 
Learning was assessed by a multileveled transfer posttes. which con- 

tained both near and far transfer items. 

To provide information on the acquisition question, the posttest 
was administered at three points in learning for S's in both instruc- 
tional groups.  Some Ss were tested after the first two lessons 
(introduction and combinations), some after three lessons (introduction, 
combinations, joint probability), and some after the entire four-lesson 
booklet (introduction, combinations, joint proba. lity, and binomial 
D-obability) had been presented.  Both Experiment I and Experiment II 
used this procedure although the ordering of booklet lessons differed. 

To orovide information on the resilience question, the conditions 
uf testing were varied with some Ss in each instructional group tested 
under mori- stress than others.  In Experiment I, the stress variable 
was presence or absence of memory support during testing.  In Experiment 
II the stress variable was presence or absence of time stress during 
testing.  Two supplemental studies were also performed. 

The main results with respect to acquisition were the following: 
(a) The overall percent correct on the posttest increased for both 
instructional groups as the amount of instruction was increased. 
(b) The same treatment x posttest interactions were generally found 
at all three points in learning, wUh Sequence F excelling on near 
transfer items and Sequence G excelling on far transfer items.  Thus, 
there was no evidence of any structural change in "what is learned 
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as learninR progressed.  (c) The combinations lesson was far more 
important in producing increases in posttest Performance than the 
joint orobability lesson.  However, this was especially true for the 
Is  in Sequence F, suggesting that Ss in Sequence G were better able to 
Freate solutions after being exposed to only a part of the material 
than were Ss in Sequence F.  Findings were discussed m conjunction 
with the nation that different kinds of existing knowledge were ac- 
tivated early in learning by Ss in different instructional groups, 
and that those different sets were used consistently throughout 
learning in order to assimilate the content material. 

The main results with respect to the resilience question were 
the following:  (a) Stress during testing, both memory load and time 
strefs had I; overall quantitative effect on problem solving performance 
b) St stress did not seem to alter the pattern of TPI for the two 
instructional groups, and hence, gave no evidence of altering the 
structural properties of established learning outcomes.  ™^ 
were discussed in relation to the apparent permanence of the effects 

of instructional method. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been much written about the importance of "how" someone 

is taught to solve problems, especially mathematical problems, of a 

given class.  The "how" issue has often centered on an attempt to show 

that one instructional method (e.g., "discovery method") is better or 

worse overall than another method (e.g., "reception method").  Wittrock 

(1966), Hermann (1969), and Mayer (1972) have reviewed this line of 

research; and in 1966, Shulman and Keisler edited a book entitled 

Learning by Discovery: A Critical Appraisal which summarized much of 

the thinking in this area. 

Since that time, attention seems to have shifted from locating the 

quantitative effects (i.e., "how much" is learned) of how material is 

taught, to an interest in the cognitive question of "what" is learned 

under different instructional methods (e.g., Roughhead 6 Scandura, 

1968).  This has necessitated an analysis of S_rs cognitive activity 

during learning, under the assumption that the outcome of learning-- 

"what" is learned--is the product of both the content of material 

presented and the particular assimilative set or receptive style used 

to encode it. 

In other words, as the pervasive emphasis on "how much" is learned 

under different instructional methods gives way to the question of 

"what kind" of learning occurs, the need for an understanding of the 

acquisition process and especially, of the role of S_'s internal cognitive 
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Taking a somewhat different approach, Ausubel (1961, 1968) speaks 

of S's "learning set" and suggests that learning outcomes are determined 

both by "content conditions" (i.e., presentation of the to-be-learned 

material) and "set conditions" (i.e., the existing structures S uses 

to assimilate the content). Ausubel proposes that L_ may szore  content 

material in either a rote or meaningful way depending on £'s ability 

to relate subject matter content to existing cognitive structures, 

i.e., depending on whether the "content" is encoded into a "rote 

learning set" or into a wider "meaningful learning set." The point 

is summarized as follows (1961, p. 95):  "As long as the set and content 

conditions of meaningful learning are satisfied, the outcome should be 

meaningful and the advantages of meaningful learning (economy of 

learning effort, more stable retention and greater transferability) 

should accrue irrespective of whether the content to be internalized 

is presented or discovered, verbal or nonverbal." 

This general theory of the acquisition process has been summarized 

by Mayer & Greeno (1972, p. 165):  "...different instructional pro- 

cedures could activate different aspects of existing cognitive structure. 

And since the outcome of learning is jointly determined by new material 

and the structure to which it is assimilated, the use of different 

procedures could lead to the development of markedly different 

structures during the learning of the same new concept." 

For the "how much" theories of the acquisition process, there is 

little need to analyze the various possible kinds of cognitive sets, 

since it is the amount and type of information in the teaching nuterial 

6M ^ 
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which  is the main determinate of learning outcome.     However, a crucial 

question  for the  "what kind" theories  is:     How can  the  internal cognitive 

set and activities  of the learner be  characterised?     A number of defining 

factors have been noted with respect to these  internal events during 

learning,  and  generally the distinctions  among various type,-  of 

internal activity during learning  involve;     (1)  S_ actively participates 

in the discovery of the  to-be-learned principle  or material vs.   G_ 

passively receives  the material  in final  form,   (2)  S_stores and 

organizes the material in his own way vs.   S_ stores and organizes the 

material as E has  organized it,   (3) S_ assimilates the material to a 

wide range of existing cognitive  structures  vs.   S_ accomodates his 

existing structures to the material,   (4)  S_ acquires a high level, 

general rule or strategy vs.  S_ strives to acquire discrete, specific 

responses  to  specific  situations. 

Bruner   (1951,  p.   24)  in his  classic paper  entitled "The Act  of 

Discovery"  discusses this distinction, especially the first part of it, 

between types of internal events during learning: 

Very generally, ai     at the risk of oversimplification, it  is 
useful to distinguish two kinds of teaching:     that which^takes 
place in the expository mode and that which takes place in the 
hypothetical mode.     In the  former,  the  decisions concerning 
node and pace  and style of exposition are principally determined 
bv the teacher as expositor, the student as  listener.. .in the 
hvpothetical mode the student  is in a more cooperative position 
.'..the student is not a bench-bound listener, but is taking part 
in the  formulation. . .and may even take an   'as  if  attitude. 

The second aspect of the distinction between  internal activities 

is reflected in Bower's  (1970) separation between "experimenter-imposed 

6* -       -    '^' 



groupings"  (E-codes)  and  "subject-imposed  groupings"   (S-codes).     The 

assimlation-accomodaticn component of the distinction (i.e., the third 

part)follows with slight modification,  from Piaget's   (1970)  original 

usages.     The  final aspect  of the  distinction deals with  S's  interpre- 

tation of what should be  leavne-'  as discussed by Rosenthal  (1966) 

and Orne  (1962). 

One way of summarizing the possible distinctions in internal 

activity or set, supposedly evoked by different instructional methods, 

is to differentiate the degrees to which S searchs through existing 

knowledge in order to map presented material into superordinate 

organizing systems,  unfortunately, however, although it is the theme 

of many a theory there are very few experimental studies to deal 

directly with the relationship among instruction method, internal 

cognitive activity, and learning outcome. 

One set of experiments has been carried out by Scandura (1966, 

1957), who has attempted to delineate experimental variables influencing 

how broadly S encodes mathematical rules or algorithms.  For example, 

in a problem solving task, Ss given the solution algorithm in con- 

junction with very specific applications performed significantly 

better on near transfer items than Ss not given the algorithm, but 

performed significantly worse on far transfer than Ss given the 

algorithm with more general applications.  In another study, S_s 

learning problem solution rules in symbolic notation could apply 

them just as well as Ss learning the same rules in plain English, 

only if they had received pretraining in what the symbols meant. 

A~  - —' 
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The evidence supports the claim that although all 3s are taught the 

same content (i.e., problem solving rules). Internal factors such as 

a broader assimilative "set" do influence transfer performance. 

In another study, Gagne and Smith (1962) found that S_s who were 

forced to verbalize a rationale for each step during learning to solve 

the "disc pioblem" performed significantly bettor on transfer to harder 

problems of the same type than S_s who did not verbalize during learning. 

Gagne and Smith (p. 17) state the influence of verbalization on 

internal cognitive activity as follows:  "Requiring verbalization 

somehow forced the Ss to think." 

Such findings seem to support the idea that differences in what 

is learned are due to differences in S/s assimixatlve set which are 

activated (at least in part) by instructional method.  However, 

techniques for producing and assessing structural or qualitative 

differences In what is learned have not been well developed, and 

there is still relatively little empirical information about the 

acquisition process. 

In the present study a technique was employed that was developed 

in Greeno's laboratory (Mayer S Greeno, 1972; Egan £ Greeno, 1973; 

Greene S Mayer, in orep.) which seems to be capable of producing and 

assessing structural differences in learning outcomes.  To produce 

qualitiative or structural differences in how material is encoded 

and, hence, in "what is ljarned"--rather than just an overall 

quantitative effect--two short, expository teaching booklets were 

developed which varied the emphasis and sequencing of Instruction. 

4^  fc* ' 
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One booklet (Sequence G) attempted to activiate S's general 

experience with probability situations-such as "trial," "outcome," 

"success," "outcome sequence," etc.-before presenting the formula. 

The other booklet (Sequence F) attempted to activate S.'S experience 

with arithmetic operations and calculating with a formula by beginning 

with a statement of the entire formula and explaining each component 

variable in terms of how it fit into using the formula. The difference 

between the two booklets was whether the formula and sub-formulas 

were presented before (Sequence F) or after (Sequence G) discussions 

of component variables and whether component variables, when discussed, 

where related to S's general experience (Sequence G) or explained only 

within the context of the formula (Sequence F). 

Having attempted to induce differential encoding and hence qual- 

itatively different learning outcomes, a multileveled transfer test 

consisting of both near and far transfer items was used to assess the 

structure of learning outcomes.  The reason for this was that structurally 

different learning outcomes could be inferred from a pattern of results 

in which subjects in one group excell on some kinds of posttest items 

and subiects in another group excell on other kinds, yielding what 

■ has been called a treatment x posttest interaction or TPI. 

The focus of the present experiments was on two questions. The 

first question was to determine how the structural differences in 

learning outcomes which are observed at the end of learning develop 

over the course of learning. One fairly straightforward possibility 

L —L. 



Is that S_s in orie instructional group simply learn more of one kind of 

content and Ss in another instructional group learn more of another kind. 

A contx^asting view takes S^'s internal cognitive set or encoding style 

into consideration and suggests that different assimilative sets are 

activated by different instructional methods; hence, content material 

is encoded differently by S_s in different instructional groups and 

structurally different learning outcomes result. 

The second problem was to determine whether the cognitive structure, 

once established, could be affected by testing conditions such as stress 

or memory support.  Such manipulations represent an attempt to force 

S_s who had learned by different instructional methods to process 

existing structures in the same way.  If structural differences 

"disappear" under these circumstances, the importance of the original 

teaching method set in establishing the structure of learning outcomes 

vrould be diminished. 

In order to provide information on how structural differences 

develop over the course of learning, the present study included 

between-subject tests for TPI at three points during learning--after 

presenting approximately one-third (introduction and combinations 

lesson), two-thirds (introduction, combinations and joint probability 

lessons), or all of the material (introduction, combinations, joint 

probability and binomial lessons). Attention was to be paid to 

results suggesting the nature of the acquisition process which pro- 

duces structurally different learning outcomes, especially results 

^ 
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distinguishing (1) a process of adding more and more content material 

of different kinds under the two instructional methods, from (2) a 

process of embedding material in different assimilative sets under 

the two treatments. 

In order to provide information on how structural differences 

persist once they have been established, the present study vanec 

the amount and kind of stress during testing.  Attention was paid to 

results suggesting whether subjects who have structured a problem- 

solving rule in different ways can be forced to process this knowledge 

in the same way.  This question was tested by comparing the pattern 

of TPI produced by Ss from both instructional groups who are tested 

mder stress with Ss tested without stress. 

-MI  *-  mlik 
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CHAPTER I! 

F-XPERIMENT I 

This study attempted to assess the consequences of varying the 

sequencing and amount of instruction for a mathematical concept, and 

the amount, of stress during testing.  In each instructional sequence, 

Ss were given varying amounts of instruction.  All Ss took the same 

30-item posttest, containing several kinds of test items, and the 

condition of testing was varied. 

Method 

Subjects and Design 

Subjects were 117 University of Michigan students who had volunteered 

to participate in psychological experiments at the Human Performance 

Center for pay.  Nine Ss served in each cell of a  2x3x2 

factorial design, with a thirteenth group of Ss serving as controls. 

The first factor that was varied was the emphasis and sequencing 

of instruction.  Some Ss (Sequence F) learned the binomial distribution 

concept by a method that began with a statement of the formula and 

explained the variables of the formula in relation to the mechanical 

operations involved.  Other Ss (Sequence G) received a teaching 

booklet that related the variables of the formula to concepts that 

- -, , __.„+ r-r.  qie trenera] knowledge and then presented •^o-nn  Dresumabxy part - -■ o t,"1"—xj—  ■■-'»-   ■-• 

the formula. 

The second factor that was varied was the amount of instruction. 

Each teaching booklet was divided into four parts consisting of an 

10 / 
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introduction (Part I), a lesson on combinations (Part II), a lesion 

on joint probability (Part III), and a lesson on binomial probability 

(Part IV).  Some Ss (Amount I) received just Part I and Part II; 

some ^3 (Amount II) received Parts I, II, and III; and some Ss 

(Amount III) received all four parts.  In Experiment I, all Zs  re- 

ceived the booklets in the order described above, namely introduction 

followed by combinations followed by joint probability followed by 

binomial probability (Ordering ABC).  (In Experiment II, all Ss 

received the booklets with the positions of the combinations and 

the joint probability parts reversed. Ordering BAG.) 

The third factor that was varied in Experiment I was the presence 

or absence of memory support, a sort of stress relief, during the 

transfer test.  Some Ss (Condition Memory Support) were allowed to 

refer to their teaching booklets during the test, while other Ss 

(Condition No Memory Support) were rot.  In Experiment I, all Ss 

were allowed as much time as necessary to complete the test (Condition 

No Time Stress). 

Materials 

The two instructional sequences (Sequence F and Sequence G) 

were incorporated into two four-part typewritten booklets with six 

to eight pages in each booklet.  The lessons were converted, with 

slight revision, from the CAI frames used by Greeno and Mayer (in 

prep.).  Both groups learned the concept expressed by the formula, 

P(R,N) = C(N,R) x PR x (1-P)N-R 

- ^  - —' 
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K      of -rial., R Is the number of successes, P is 
where N  is the number of  .rials, ^ 

..    C(N P)  is the nunber of combxnatxons, and 
the probability of success,  C(N,PJ 

e  o  cnrresses   in N trials. 
PCU.N)  is the probability of R ^uc.ess 

=0fl   in the booklet  for Sequence G «ere. 
The ideas expressed .n ^ 

part X (production)-,    mtrodnc^on and e.a.ple 
„ in„0duotlon and exa-ple of ■■success.- mtrcduofton and 

"outcome,-   mtroau^ ^„„ip Q^ 
c« "   introduction and example ol 

nlp of "probability of success,     mtro 

.   • f  failure,"   introduction and example -failure" and "probability of failure, 

,t.equence"  and  probability of a seance formal 

of outcome    ..equenct- 

notation for N and R. tr.alS)l, 

part XI  (Combinations):     Re-introduction of 
...and outcome  "sequence ."example of how  to 

"number of successes,     and o ,       _  .  2.   verbal 
o ,ri+h  N  =  3 and R -   ^»  VfciI-lJ 

aerate nu^er of combinations with 
g .    4..„„=.'• formal definition of CtN,K;, 

•   •       „f "number of combinations,    formal 
definition of    number ^.^ 

,   . .elating verbal explanation of how  to gen 
two examples relating ^^  for ^ ._ ^ 

ations to the operations  involved m usxng 

R =  landN =  5,R=3' .,.,   v     Re-introduct.ion of "trial," 
part III (Joint ProbabxUty):    Re mt 

..^"probability of  success;"  examples 

'.  .'r-onnence,     auu     y-^ "outcome,       sequcuv-w, 
, •,!« -or a ü term eequcnoe; wo 

hOT to generate 5oint probab.Utv  for ^       , 6 te„ 

E .M to generate 5olnt probability for 5 and 6 
examples or now   -    ... ._•„,.   introduction 

4.K0   formal definition,   mnu 
.nd their relation to the  formal 

0f notation for P and 1     , ^^^ 

v^hilitv to formal definition-,  statement 
ioint probability xu 

definition of P    '- ^ 

— ^- - -^^—^——^^—*^^- 
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Part IV (Binomial Probability):  Introduction and verbal definition 

of bionomial prcDability; re-introduction of "prcbability of a sequence" 

R 
and "number of combinations;" formal definition of C(N,R) x P x 

(1-P)1I_R; example of how to use formula, P(R,N) -  C(N,R) X P x (i-P) 

The ideas expressed in the booklet- for Sequence ? were: 

Part I (Introduction):  Introduction of formal definition ror 

binomial probability as P(R,N) = C(N,R) x PR x (1-P)""R-, explanation 

and example of formula as finding the probability of R successes in 

N trials; restatement of formula and explanation of P(R,M) as product 

of C(M,R), P? and (1-P)N"R; verbal definition of C(N,R), R, P, (1-P). 

and (N-R). 

Part II (Combinations);  Restatement of formula; re-introduction 

of C(N,R) as first major step in calculating; formal definition of 

C(N,R) as N!/(R! x (N-R)'.); enumeration of steps to calculate C(N,R); 

two examples of steps to calculate for N = 4, R = 1 and N= 5, R = 3. 

Part Ilia (Joint Probability - PR Term):  Re-introduction of P 

as second major step in calculating with the formula; verbal 

definition and example of P; enumeration of steps to calculate P ; 

two examples of steps to calculate for specific values. 

Part IHb (Joint Probability - (l-P)!i"R Term):  Restatement of 

formula; re-introduction of (1-P)N"R as the third major step; 

enumeration of steps to calculate (l-P)N"R and sample; verbal 

statement of P as probability of success, (1-P) as probability of 

failure, R as number of successes, with N-R as number of failures; 

two examples of steps to calculate (1-P)N"R for specific values. 

.-* Ü* ^* jaSBWIiVj 
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Part IV (Binomial Pi^obability):  Restatement oi formula; restate- 

ment of steps to calculate P(R,N) as calculating C(NSR), calculating 

P , calculating (l-P) ~ , and finding the product of these three 

values; two examples for specific values. 

All examples were presented either in terms of N, R and P or a 

die rolling situation, and an attempt was made to present both groups 

with the same examples.  The two booklets are reproduced in Appendix A. 

A test set consisted of 30 typewritten cards representing five 

problem types, two problem formats, and three problem content areas. 

The 5x2x3 design yielded 30 cells, each represented in one of 

the 30 test items. 

The first transfer dimension was the type of test item.  Familiar 

oroblems (F-tvpe) were presented in the same way as example problems 

during training; transformed problems (T-type) required a transfor- 

mation, usually of an algebraic nature, to be put into familiar form; 

so-called Luchins problems (L-type) presented a complicated looking 

situation which could be solved quite easily if G_ would take a moment 

to "think;" question items (Q-type) asked a question about the variables 

in the formula rather than requiring a solution value; and unanswerable 

problems (U-type), although looking very much like Type F problems., 

oresentea either insufficient or inconsistent information. 

The second dimension was format of test problems.  Formula problems 

(F-format) were stated in terms of N, R and P—the formal notation 

used in presenting the formulae in the teaching booklets; story 

A*  —, 
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problems (S-format) were stated In terms of some situation not dis- 

cussed in the teaching booklets such as sampling peanuts from a barrel 

in which some proportion is rotten. 

The third dimension was the content of test problems.  Combina- 

tions problems (C-content) asked for or deal-, with C(N,R) or the 

number of combinations; joint probability problems (J-content) asked 

for or dealt with PR X (1-P)N'R or the probability of a specific 

sequence; binomial probabilit- (B-content) asked for or dealt with 

the theme of the teaching booklets, finding P(R,^ or the probability 

of R successes in N trials. 

Examples of the tes" problems and answers are given below: 

Familiar Type, Formula Format, Binomial Content:  N = H, R = 3, 

P r- .20.  What is P(R,N)?  The correct answer requires plugging the 

values of N, R and P into the formula to get, 

P(R,N) = C(4,3) x (.20)3 x (.80)1 = 16/625. 

Transformed Type, Formula Format, Joint Content:  P = 3(l-P), 

N = 6, R = N-R.  What is PR x (1-P)N"R? The correct answer requires 

solving for P and R before plugging into the joint probability 

formula to get, 

PR x (1-P)M'R = O/'O3 x (lA)3 = 27/4096. 

Luchins Type, Story Format, Combinations Content: There are 10 

different sequences that have exactly two successes.  All the sequences 

have the same length.  How long are they? The correct answer requires 

finding a value of N to fit C(N,R) = 10 and R = 2, as shown: 

N! 
(N-2)!2I 

10. N = 5 

.^ ^ 
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Question Type,  Story Format,  Binomial Content:     Is   there a 

difference between the  probability that  two dice rolled  at  once both 

come up  6  and  the probability that one die rolled   twice  comes  up  6 

both times?    The answer requires an understanding of independence 

of events;  hence the  subject  should answer "no" or "no difference." 

Unanswerable  Type,  Story  Format,  Combinations  Content:     How many 

different  sequences  have   the  same  number of successes  as   failures? 

The  answer requires  the  recognition of insufficient  information, 

i.e.,  no value of N  is  given,  and hence the  correct answer  is  "no 

answer." 

The  entire  test  set  is  reproduced  in Appendix B. 

Additional materials  used  in  the  experiment were  a  subject record 

consisting of questions   to determine the extent of S's  experience 

in statistics and probability, and a pretest designed to determine 

whether S_ had sufficient  computational skill to master the material 

in the teaching booklets.     The pretest consisted of 10  items:     2 

dealt with  factorials   (e.g.,   5!   =5x4x3x2x1=  );  4  dealt 

h  exponentiation of fractions or decimals   (e.g.,   (l/M-)' ); 

and  U  dealt with multiplication of fractions or decimals   (e.g., 

2/3  x 1/H  =  ). 

Procedure 

Subjects were run  in  small groups averaging four per session. 

First,  the  subject record and pretest were administered.     Subjects 

indicating no relevant  experience with  the  binomial but making no more 

than  3 computational errors  were randomly assigned to treatment  groups, 
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i  ^„„rturallv different learning 
Greene, 1973; Greene t Mayer, in prep.), structurally 

outcomes could be inferred, i »as argued, if is in cue treatment con- 

dition excelled on certain kinds of postteet (i.e., transfer test) 

problem and subjects in another treatment condition excelled on 

other kinds of posttest problems.  Thus the inference of structural 

differences between learning outcomes is based on what has been called 

a treatment x posttest Interaction or TPI-a disordinal interaction 

(Bracht, 1070) between treatment condition (e.g., sequencing of 

instruction) and hind of posttest item (e.g., format, type or content). 

In the present experiment, a comparison of Es in the two instruc- 

tional sequence groups «ho received Amount III reveals the same 

general pattern of TPI as produced in previous studies. The right 

panels of figures 1, 2. and 3 show that Ss in Sequence F „bo received 

the entire booklet excelled on near transfer problems such as F-format 

(formula), f-type (familiar), and B-content (binomial), while Ss in 

Sequence G excelled on far transfer problems such as F-fcrmat (story), 

Q- and U-type (question, unanswerable), and C- and d-content 

K^nitv)  These TPIs Indicate that differences 
(combination, joint probability).  inese 

in the structure of learning outcomes have been produced. 

A „ajor new question asked in the present experiment is, How 

do the structural differences in learning that are observed at the 

ond of the lesson develop over the course of learning This 

»• .. hs,s at least two possible answers of theoretical "acquisition question" has at least two p 

interest. One possibility is that over the course of learning Ss in 

one group are acquiring mote of one kind of content while Ss in another 

^ . *- ^■L 
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group are acquiring more of another kind of content.  This process should 

manifest itself as an even increase in overall Performance by both groups 

accompanied by a gradual emergence of TPI, being very weak early in 

learning where little content has been presented and strong at the end 

where the maximum differences in content are possible.  A second possi- 

bility is that the general organization and emphasis of each testing 

sequence encourages the activation of different kinds of assimilative 

sets very early in, and across all, learning. This process should 

manifest itself either as a difference in overall performance early 

in learning that disappears by the end or as a fairly strong and con- 

sistent TPI at all points in learning, at the beginning as well as the 

end of the lesson. 

In order to provide some data on this question, posttests were ad- 

ministered at three distinct point in learning: After Amount I for 

some Ss, after Amount II for other S_s, and after Amount III for other Ss. 

As could be expected, a significant overall effect due to amount of in- 

struction was found (£ = 4.49, df = 2/96, p_ < .025), suggesting that 

adding more sections increased performance for both instructional sequences. 

Before presenting the various figures concerning treatment x post- 

test interaction, it should be noted that the x-axis of each graph is 

a continuum, representing the degree of transfer, only in a very general 

sense.  Although an attempt has been made to place near transfer tasks 

on one side (e.g., familiar type on the left) and interpretive, far 

transfer tasks on the other (e.g., unanswerable and question types on 

the right), in some cases the ordering is arbitrary (e.g., the respective 

^toL 
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placements of 0-type and U-type, or of C-content and J-content).  Thus 

the lines connecting the dots are included to aid in presenting the data 

and in making comparisons across panels, but should not be interpreted 

as suggesting a strict continuum for degree of transfer that would allow 

incerpolation between points or judgments based on the absolute shape 

of the lines. 

Figure 1 shows the instructional sequence by problem format inter- 

action after each amount of instruction.  The two-way interaction between 

sequencing and format is reliable (F = 14.72, df = 1/96, L < .001) in- 

dicating structural differences in what was learned. As can be seen, 

this TPI is clearly evidenced in all three panels of Figure 1 and 

there is no reliable sequence by amount by format interaction (F = 1.00, 

df = 2/96, p > .20) required to reject the hypothesis that TPI is the 

same at each point in learning. Although the performance of each se- 

quence group reliably increased overall from Amount I to Amount II to 

Amount III, the absence of an amount by format interaction suggests a 

proportional quantitative increase for both problem formats rather than 

a structural change as the amount of instruction was increased. 

Figure 2 shows the instructional sequence by problem type interaction 

after each amount of instruction.  The two-way interaction between se- 

quencing and type is reliable (F - 6.28, df = 4/38., o < .001), again 

suggesting structural differences similar to those found in earlier 

studies.  As can be seen, even after Amount I there is evidence of this 

characteristic TPI with Sequence F slightly ahead for F-type and Se- 

quence G superior on Q- and U-type.  This pattern seems fairly consistent 

across all threa amounts of instruction and there is no reliable treatment 

^^. ^ML 
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by type by amount interaction (£ = 1.03, df = 8/384, p > .20) required 

to reject this hypothesis. Although the perfornance of each treatment 

group reliably increased overall from Amount I ^o Amount II to Amount III 

there is no reliable amount by type interaction ij_ - 1.05, df = 8/384, 

p > .2'.) again suggesting that the increase is proportional across all 

problem types. These findings are consistent with the notion that the 

structure of learning outcomes remains constant across all three amounts 

of instruction. 

Figure 3 shows the sequence by problem content interaction after 

each amount of instruction.  The two-way interaction between sequence 

and content is significant (F = 10.19, df = 2/192, p <   .001) again in- 

dicating a difference in the structure of what was learned.  As can be 

seen, this TPI is hinted after Amount I, but does not become strong until 

after Amount II and III.  However, there is no reliable treatment by 

content by amount interaction (F = 1.77, df - 4/192, p > .15) thus 

it is not possible to reject the notion that the structural differences 

among the instructional groups remain constant at each of the three 

points in learning that were tested.  A reliable amount by problem 

content interaction (F = 2.54, df = 4/192, p » .050) suggests that, 

not only did performance increase overall with the addition of more 

sections, but it also increased disproportionately more—as might be 

exppcted--on the content of the material covered. 

In summary, the three possible sequence by posttest by amount inter- 

actions represent three separate tests of the "acquisition question." 

In all three cases there is reliable two-way TPI, but there is no evi- 

dence of any difference in TPI among Amount I, Amount II, and Amount III. 
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with the notion that different receptive sets are activated early in 

learning.  Furthermore, the differences in how the material is encoded 

are established early and remain constant throughout learning.  Greene 

(1972) provides a framework for analyzing problem solving behavior 

which relies on a distinction between two kinds of knowledge stored m 

semantic memory—"prepositional knowledge" and "algorithmic knowledge." 

Propositlonal knowledge refers to relational and conceptual information 

such as hierarchies of classes and subsets (collies are dons), proper- 

ties of classes of things (dogs have tails), and facts (April 17 - 23 

is national Dor  Week).  Algorithmic knowledge refers to rules or 

operations such as the procedures followed in doing "long division." 

In the present example, it seems that the organization and emphasis 

of Sequence F encourages the use of a narrow, assimilative set concerned 

with mathematical operations and calculations-what could be called 

algorithmic knowledge-and that Sequence G encourages the activation 

of a broader, more integrative set made up of S's general experience- 

what could be called propositlonal knowledge.  Since what is learned is 

the product of both the presented material and the assimilative set S_ 

uses to encode it, different learning outcomes are possible. What 

these results seem to show is that the algorithmic kind of set is 

activated quite early in learning for Sequence F and the propositlonal 

kind of set is activated quite early in learning for Sequence G; further, 

there is support for the idea that the structural differences observed 

at the end of learning have their roots in this embedding of material 

into two different kinds of assimilative sets or knowledge which begins 

early and continues throughout learning. 

-^  ^ ^ML 
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The performance for the two sequence groups under memory support and 

no memory support: conditions is given by problem format in Figure H, by 

problem type in Fi^re 5, and by Problem content in Figure 6.  As can be 

seen by comparing the right and left panels of each figure, "open book- 

testing seems to have helped to slightly incre.se posttest scores overall 

for both instructional groups, although the increase  failed to reach a 

statistically significant level (F = 1.^, df = 1/96, E> .20). 

For both instructional groups there was some hint that memory 

support helped to disproportionately increase performance on harder 

problems-"far" transfer items-especially for S-format relative to 

F-format items.  Marginally significant type by testing condition 

(F = 2.12, df = 4/334, p < .100), format by testing condition (F = 4.79, 

df = 1/96, D < .050), and content by testing condition (F = 2.57, 

df = 2/192, p < .100) interactions offer only weak support for this 

observation. 

Comparing the right and left panels of each figure also indicates 

that TPI was present under both memory support and no memory support 

conditions.  A failure to find any reliable three way interaction 

among instructional sequence, type of posttest item, and testing con- 

dition (F < 1.00, df = 4/84, o > .20) among sequence, problem format 

^•4-- Wr - 9 79 df = 1/96, p = .100) nor amonR sequence, 
and testing condition (F - 2./y, ar  x/so, ^ 

/r^ ^ T nn  -i^ - 9/192 D > .20) indicates 
content and testing condition (F < 1.00, df - 2/192, £ 

that the attempt to alter the structural differences between the in- 

structional sequences was not successful. 

A~  ' 
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lhe amount or the structure of problem solving performanee.     The feet 

.hut the test  followed learnin. almost   immediately, and that the formula 

„as on the hlaChoard for all Ss ma;, have reduced the  impact of open-boo. 

testing.    Apoarently, Ss   in the no memory support condition were aole 

to generate problem solutions ,ulte well with only their existing hnow- 

iedge and the formula on the blackboard.     In any case, the present 

,esults do indicate that structural differences are resilient at least 

within this small range of stress „nipulation. and that the attempt 

to force similiar Unds of memory jessing failed to alter evidence 

for pre-established differences  In the structure of learning outcomes. 

JL~ .  i in     ilrttarf ■     ■ i|-— 
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Results and Discussion 

:„ Expert II. =ix ==  failed to receive a score of seven or .ore 

„„ the pretest, three Ss  indicated direct   femiUarity with the «erial 

in the teachin8 booklets, and  four  failed to   foilc, directions.    The 

data for these Ss «ere eliminated from the experiment and new Ss were 

run in their places.    The transfer test performance was scored and 

analyzed as  in experiment I.    A.s  in Experiment  I, there was no reliable 

difference  in overall performance between the   two treatment groups 

(r = 1.90, dt = 1/96, 2. ' ■lb)- 

The Effect of Ordering 

A variable that was changed from Experiment I to Experiment II 

was the ordering of the parts or sections in the instructional booklets. 

Por example. Amount I ocntained information about an introduction and 

cognations in the ABC ordering of Experiment 1 but Amount I contained 

information about an introduction and ioint probability in the BAE 

ordering of Experiment II. Some indication of the effect of ordering 

and the respective importance of the combinations and ioint probabiUty 

actions is provided by ocparing performance across experiments, al- 

thou?h an inferpretation of these data is ^de more difficult by the 

fact that the t-c experiments „ere not run concurrently nor under the 

same testing conditions. 

The overall nerformance with Amount I, Amount II, and Amount III 

f0r Ss in Experiment I and Experiment II is given in Table 1. In both 

^eriments a significant effect due to a.ount of instruction was 

.£_ ■^ 
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Development of Structural  Differences 

As  in Experiment  I and as  can  be  seen in  the right  panels  of 

Figures  7,  8, and  3,  the  characteristic patterns  of TPI are present, 

suggesting that  the   final  learning outcomes of  Sp   in  Sequence  F ana 

Sequence G are structurally different.     Some  irfornation about  hov 

these  structural differences  develop over the  course  of learning 

is  also provided by Experiment   II. 

Again,  special  attention should he  paid  to whether TPI  is observed 

at  all points   in  learning  (as   found  in Experiment   I) and whether both 

treatment  groups  perform at  equal  levels at  each point   in  learning  (as 

found  in Experiment   I).     The  even growth of learning outcomes  for the 

two instructional  groups,  accompanied by a gradual  emergence of TPI 

would provide support  for  the notion that Ss  in different  groups  are 

simply adding more and more of different kinds  of  information.     Either 

early differences   in the  apparent  amount of learning displayed by  the 

two  groups  that disappear by the  end of learning, or a constantly 

observable TPI,  or a combination of the two would suggest that  Ss 

are assimilating  the material  to different cognitive  sets  throughout 

learning. 

Figure 7  shows  the  performance of the  two  instructional  groups by 

problem format  et  each of three  points  in  learning.     The  two-way interaction 

between sequence  and  format-in which Sequence  F  Ss  excel    on  F-format 

and Sequence G Ss  perform better on S-format  items-is reliable  (F =  21.55, 

df  -  1/96, £ <   .001)  again suggesting a structural difference  in what 

is  learned by  Ss   in  the  two treatment  groups.     The  sequence by amount 

A^ *~± 
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after Amount I but evened out after Amount II .-id III.  Again, reliable 

amount by content (F = 7.58, df = 1/192, p < .00.1) and sequence by amount 

by content (F = 2.62, df = 4/192, p < .050) interactions suggest that 

adding extra sections helped most--as might be expected--on test items 

about the content just covered and especially helped Sequence V  Ss 

after Amount II and Sequence G Ss after Amount III. 

As in Experiment T, the same general p-ttern of TPI seems to be 

present, at least in some form, at each of three points in learning. 

However, unlike Experiment I, a reliable sequence by amount by content 

interaction indicates that the structural differences changed as the 

amount of instruction was increased.  Apparently, the presentation 

order used in Experiment II in which the more necessary content was 

not presented until Amount II, helped focus on the disproportionate 

importance of specific content for incomplete structures of Sequence F 

Ss relative to Sequence G Ss. 

One interpretation that is consistent with the analysis of 

acquisition in terms of different assimilative sets established early 

in learning is that Sequence F S_s simply had less to work with after 

Amount I—i.e., very little content and mainly algorithmic knowledge- 

while Sequence C Ss had activated a broad range of existing propo- 

s-'tional knowledge, useful in inventing solutions in the absence or 

specific informat'on.  However, the fact that performance -jumped on 

near transfer items (B-content) for Sequence G Ss with addition of 

A -  L 
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Amount III again points to the importance of specific content for an- 

swering specific, near transfer problems. 

Resilience of ot-ructural Differences 

This study also provides ^c~,e  information about the resilience of 

TPI under varying testing conditions.  Jr. Experiment I, the variable 

of memory support during testing—a sort of stress relief—failed to 

produce any major change in the structural differences among learning 

outcomes and only slightly influenced overall performance.  Experiment 

II used the variable of time stress during testing—as a sort of 

stress evoker--in another attempt to disrupt both the qualitative 

(or structural) and quantitative (or overall) features of the perfor- 

mance of S_s who had acquired different cognitive structures. 

Figure 10 gives the performance of the two instructional groups 

by problem format for the stress and no stress conditions.  A reliable 

overall effect due to stress (£ = 12.5, df = 1/96, £ < .001) is 

manifested in the observation that the curves in the right panel are 

shifted down from those in the left panel.  However, as can be seen 

in comparing the two panels, the structural differences as manifested 

by the usual sequence by format interaction (TPI) seem to be present 

both with and without stress; the failure to obtain reliable stress 

by format (£ < 1.00, df = 1/96, £ > .20) or sequence by stress by 

format interactions (F < 1.00, df = 1/96, p > .20) suggests that 

there is no evidence that stress had any effect on the structure of 

learning outcomes. 

^ ^Ä- 
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Figure 11 shows the performance of the two instructional groups 

by problem type for the time stress and no time stress condition:';.  As 

can be seen, ana as is indicated by a reliable stress effect (£ = 12.50, 

df = 1/96, £ < .001) but no reliable stress by type (T_  = 2.18, df = 11/35'- 

£ > 1.00) or sequence by stress by type (£ < 1.30, df = M-ZSSv, z_ >   .20) 

interaction, test stress generally had the effect of reducing overaxl 

performance for  both instructional groups and for all types or test 

problems.  The structural differences between the two instructional 

groups, though not reaching statistical significance, do not seem 

altered by the introduction of test stress and there is no statistically 

reliable evidence that stress had anything but an overall quantitative 

effect on performance in this case. 

Figure 12 gives the performance of the two instructional groups 

by problem content for the time stress and no time stress conditions. 

As with problem type and problem format, a reliable overall effect duo 

to stress can be observed in the present case with the curves in the 

right panel simply shifted down from those in the left panel.  Again, 

the structural differences between the two instructional groups is 

clearly present under both stress and no stress conditions, and the 

failure to obtain reliable stress by content (_F < 1.00, df = 2/192, 

p > .20) or sequence by stress by content (F_ < 1.00, df = 2/192, £ > .20) 

interactions provides no evidence that stress had any effect on the 

structure of learning outcomes. 
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As in Experiment I, three separate tests of the "resilience question," 

allowing for the possibility of TPI under one testing condition but not. 

another, were conducted and failed to produce this result.  These findings 

give some information about the effect of stress on problem solving that 

requires a pre-learned rule.  Apparently, stress may have an overall in- 

hibitory effect on the amount of performance, but there is no evidence 

that stress had any effect on the quality of performance.  The encoding 

process, i.e., the assimilative set into which the rule is embedded, 

seems to be the major determinant of the structure of problem solving 

Derformance regardless of the amount of stress during testing.  The 

amount of stress seems to influence only the absolute level of perfor- 

mance in this case. 

- &-  -   - - —^ 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUPPLEMENTAL STUDIES 

In addition to the two main experiments, two smaller, supplemental 

studies were conducted.  The supplemenxal .xudies used the s.me .nstruc 

tional materials and procedures as the main studies, out varied 

testing situation in order to orovide more information about zr.e 

res ilience and development of differences in learning outcomes, 

Supplemental Study I 

One study focused on retention performance in an attempt to test 

„P -t-n^ n-t-wnn-fiiral differences established by the endurance over time of tue structurax uni 

different instructional sequences. 

Method 

Nine Ss received the Sequence F, Amount III, Order ABC booklet and 

nine other Ss received the Sequence G, Amount III, Order ABC booklet. 

The 30-item transfer test was given-with no memory support and no time | 

stress—two days later. 

Results and Discussion 

The performance of the two instructional groups oy  problem format, 

by problem type, and by problem content is shown in Figure 13.  As can 

be seen, the two day retention interval does not seem to have destroyed 

the structural differences in learning outcomes as indicated by TPI. 

in partial replication of previous findings. Sequence F Ss excelled on 

near transfer ite.s such as F-type, T-tyPe, F-format and B-content while 

53 
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Sequence G excelled on far transfer items such as U-type, S-forraat, 

and C- and J-content. 

As in the main studies, an analysis of variance revealed nc sig- 

nificant difference between the groups in overall performance, and 

found TPI for type (F = 3.58, df = -/S--, 

(F = 5.60, df = 1/16, 3 < .050) to 

The sequence by content interaction failed to reach significant levels 

(£ = 2.09, df = 2/30, £ > .10); however, this may be a reflection of the 

low number of Ss involved.  A significant three-way interaction among 

sequence, type and format (F = 5.HI, df = 4764, p < .001) indicates 

that the sequence by type interaction was much stronger for F-forraat 

items than for S-format items.  As with the memory support and time 

stress variables, there was no strong evidence that the retention 

interval altered the structure of learning outcomes. 

Supplemental Study II 

The other supplemental study used a modified "method of reproduction" 

and questionnaire in order to assess S_'s judgment of what was important 

or what was supposed to be learned at each of three points in learning 

for the two instructional groups. 

Method 

S;v S_s each were presented with either the Sequence F, Amount I, 

O.xier ABC booklet; the Sequence F, Amount II, Order ABC booklet; the 

Sequence F, Amount III, Order ABC booklet; the Sequence G, Amount I, 

._ ^A. i^ 
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Order A3C booklet; the Sequence G, Amount II, Order  ABC booklet; or the 

Sequence G, Amount III, Order ABC booklet.  All Ss were then given an 

Immediate retention test and questionnaire.  The lost was to write down, 

with no memory support or time stress, what had been in the teaching 

program as if S_ were trying to teach it to another £ coming in tor the 

next session. 

The traditional method of reproduction was modified in that S was 

encouraged to "make sense" out of the material as if he were explaining 

what he had just learned to someone who did not already know it, rather 

than to reproduce the material word for word as given.  It was hoped 

this procedure, following Piagetian (Piaget, 1969) techniques with children, 

would provide some rudimentary information about how S_ stored the content 

material at each point in learning.  In addition, S was asked to make 

up three test items to cover the material he had just written. 

The questionnaire was designed to assess S's interpretation of 

the motives of the author of the teaching booklet, i.e., to assess S's 

ability to pick up the cues in the teaching booklet concerning what 

should be learned.  Sixteen questions were constructed, each trying to 

get at whether S_ saw his task as (1) learning how to use the formula 

and the mechanical steps involved, or as (2) learning what the 

formula mean? and understanding the component concepts. 

Representative questions are given below: 

Pro-Calculating/Anti-Understanding:  Based on my experience with 

the teaching booklet I would say that the formula does not necessarily 

have to make sense; all you have to do is learn how to use it. 

/ 
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Anti-Calculating/Pro-Understanding:  To use the teaching program 

to best advantage you have to spend time thinking about how each concept 

in the formula relates to what you already know. 

Subiects were asked to rate their agreement-disagreement on a 

6-point scale, although for purposes of analysis 1, 2 or 5 wore counted 

as disagree and 4-, 5 or 5 were counted as agree. 

Results and Discussion 

The protocols from each S were coded for number of words and 

number of symbols,with each operator, each number and each formal notation 

character counting as a symbol (e.g., H! counts as 2 symbols; 15/2 counts 

as 3 symbols).  The tost items suggested by S were coded for their type, 

format,and content.  A questionnaire score was obtained by summing the 

number of pro-calculating (or anti-understanding) agreements and pro- 

understanding (or anti-calculating) disagreements and dividing by the 

total number of questions. 

Table 4 shows the average number of words, the average number of 

symbols,and the average number of both words and symbols given at each 

point in learning by Ss in the two instructional groups.  Separate 

analyses of variance were performed on these data yielding some pre- 

liminary information about how S stores the material and S_'s ability 

to detect the emphasis of his teaching booklet at each of three points 

in learning.  The protocols show that Ss in Sequence F used signifi- 

cantly more symbols overall (F_ = 12.97, df = 1/30, p_ <   .005) and 

significantly fewer words overall (£ = 9.25, df = 1/30, £ < .005) in 

explaining what was taught than Sequence G Ss. 

A^. 



TABLE 4 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN REPRODUCTION TOR TWO 

INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPS AMD THREE AMOUNTS OF 

INSTRUCTION—SUPPLEMENTAL STUDY II 

Average Number of Words 

Amount of Ins traction Instructional 
Average 

Sequence I II III 

F 110 152 243 168 

G 259 278 20G 247 

Ave. 184 215 225 

Average Number of Symbols 

Amount of Ins truction Instructional 
Sequence 

Average 

I II III 

F 95 137 190 157 

G 111 107 88 102 

Ave. 103 147 139 

Average Number of Words and Symbols 

of In struct: ion 
Instructional 

Sequence 

Amount 
I 

Average 

II III 

F 205 339 433 32G 

G 370 385 293 350 

Ave. 287 362 363 
 ~ '— 

One implication is that Ss were sensitive to the emphases of their 

-esoectiv^ teaching booklets.  Sequence - may foster the attitude that 

v;hat is t0 be learned is the mechanics of calculating with the formula, 

i.e., the building of internal connections (hence many symbols), while 

Sequence G may foster the attitude that what is to be learned is a 
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conceptual understanding of what the components of the formula mean, 

i.e., the building of external connections (hence many words). Apparently, 

Ss were able to identify these emphases and use them as a key to encoding 

the material. 

A more striking finding is that as the amount or instruction 

creased, both the number of words and the number of symbols output by 

Ss in Sequence F increased while the output by Ss in Sequence G stayed 

about the same or went down.  Reliable sequence .y amount interactions 

for words (F = 5.10, df = 2/30, E < .025), for symbols (F = 5.63, 

df = 2/30, p < .010) and for both (F = 5.91, df = 2/30, p < .005) 

support this observation.  It appears that Sequence - Ss were adding 

more and more discrete pieces of information while Sequence 3 Ss were 

forming a tighter, more streamlined structure-less dependent on material 

presented by E because more already stored Knowledge could be used. 

The results concerning test itms suggested by S also provide some 

information about what S thought was important or the goal of learning. 

Table 5 shows the average number of F- and T-type (as opposed to Q-type), 

F-format (as opposed to S-format), and B-content (as opposed to C- and 

J-content) problems given at three points in learning by Ss in the two 

instructional groups.  Separate analyses of variance were performed. 

Subjects in Sequence F suggested significantly more F- and T-type 

(F = 10.80, df = 1/30, E < .005) and F-format (F = 12.25, df = 1/30, 

£ < .005) items than Ss in Sequence G, indicating an emphasis on 

using the formula on direct, near transfer; conversely. Sequence G Ss 

offered signficantly more Q-type and S-format items, indicating an 

.J 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Development of Structural Differences 

In Experiment I, Experiment II, and the supplemental studies there 

was clear evidence that, of those Ss presented with the entire lesson 

(i.e., Amount III), S_s in different instructional groups had acquired 

learning outcomes that differed in a qualitative or structural way. 

This inference was based on a pattern of results which partially repli- 

cated three earlier studies (Mayer 6 Greeno, 1972; Egan & Greeno, 1973; 

Greene & Mayer, in prep.)'.  Gs in Sequence E and Sequence G performed at 

fairly equal levels overall, but TPJ was displayed in that Sequence E 

Ss excelled on "near" transfer items such as E-format, E-type, and 

C-content while Sequence G Ss excelled on "far" transfer items such 

as S-format, Q- and U-type, and C- and J-content. 

The final learning outcomes of the two groups were characterized 

in terms of internal and external connections with S_s in Sequence F 

acquiring structures with strong internal connections (e.g., P is linked 

to R by the operation of exponentiation) and weak external connections 

(e.g., P is related to general experience with probability of an event), 

and Ss in Sequence G acquiring structures with weak internal connections 

and strong external connections.  This kind of analvsis seems to be 

useful in describi-g differences in cognitive structure that allow 

Sequence F to excel on direct plug-in-to-the-formula problems and 

allow Sequence G to excel on more interpretative tasks such as recognizing 

02 
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unanswerable problems, understanding how the formula relates to story 

problems, or dealing with logical components of the formula. 

A new goal of the present set of experiments was to generate some 

useful informat-on concerning how L.iese ..:..^-.^^~  —^^- 

over the course of learning, ar.c especia-i-ly, to hexp c^oo ■ 

two descriptions of the acquisition process seems mor^ appropriate: 

an acquisition process in which more and more or aifferent .%_-^ 

material (e.g., internal links vs. external links) is being adcec to 

the cognitive structures of different Ss, or an acquisition process in 

which the content material is being embedded within different areas of 

existing knowledge (e.g., algorithmic knowledge vs. prepositional 

knowledge) by different S_s. 

The two main studies provide empirical support ^or the second 

idea, that different instructional sequences activate different kinds 

of existing knowledge (i.e., different receptive sets) quite early in 

learning, and that structurally different learning outcomes result from 

content material being encoded within the context of these different 

"sets" throughout learning.  The concepts of algorithmic and prepositional 

knowledge were found useful in describing the difference in S_s' 

assimilative sets:  Sequence F seems to activate only a narrow band 

of experience with mathematical operations and calculating with a 

formula (fitting the description of algorithmic knowledge), while 

Sequence G seems to activate a much wider band of experience with 

probability situations (fitting the description of prepositional 

knowledge). 
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of content material to be lacking in Amount I.  The fact that the lack of 

specific material hurt Sequence F far more than Sequence G is consistent 

with the idea that Sequence G Ss had access to a wide range of already 

existing knowledge that could be used in inventing solutions to problems 

not yet "taught" while Sequence F ^  had to depend on a much narrov/or, 

more specific kind of knowledge.  However, the importance of specific 

content for Sequence G 3s is indicated by a large increase in "near 

transfer" performance with the addition of Amount III.  Apparently, 

the activation of prepositional knowledge in of itself--though helpful 

in creating solutions to far transfer items—is not sufficient for 

good problem solving performance and especially needs the inclusion 

of specific content for solving straightforward near transfer items. 

Although beyond the scope of the present study, it remains for further 

studies to investigate whether it is possible to construct a teaching 

sequence that insures the advantages of both of the present teaching 

booklets--i.e. , both good near and far transfer. 

Finally, the results of Sunplemental Study II show that S_s were 

easily able to recognize the differences in emphasis of the two booklets. 

This inference is supported by the fact that Sequence F Ss more often 

report (on a post-experimental questionnaire) the purpose of the lesson 

as memorizing how to use a rule and Sequence G S_s report the purpose 

as understanding what the rule means, and the fact that these differences 

do not reliably change from Amount I to Amount II to Amount III. 

Secondly, the fact that Sequence F _Ss gave more symbols in their 
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level relative to no memory support S_s, but also exhibited a pattern of 

TPI indistinguishable from Ss tested under no memory support conditions. 

In Experiment II, Ss tested under time stress, although showing a relative 

decrement in overall performance, also exhibited a pattern of TPI in- 

disringuishable from S_s tested under no time stress conditions.  Finally, 

Ss in Supplemental Study I gave evidence of the typical patterns of TPI 

after a two day retention interval, although there were no control groups 

in this study upon which to base comparisons. 

The effect of stress on the application of a pre-learned rule to 

problem solving situations seems to be mainly quantitative (Experiment 1.1) 

and in some cases not even that (Experiment I).  There was some evidence 

that stress relief allowed better performance on the harder, "far" trans- 

fer problems (Experiment I) but stress affected both kinds of cognitive 

structures about the same in this respect.  However, the qualitative 

differences in learning outcomes were not strongly influenced by stress 

or retention intervals, and this f.inding--while requiring further study-- 

seems to demand the tentative conclusion that the structure of learning 

outcomes, once established, may be a fairly permanent feature of S_'s 

cognitive life. 

Relation to Discovery Learning and Creative Problem Solving 

These results also give some hints about the prerequisites for dis- 

covery learning and creative problem solving.  For the kind of teaching 

whose goal is creative problem solving, such as displayed by Sequence G, 
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Amount I Gs in Experiment II (i.e., inventing solutions with very Little 

specific content material having been given), it is clear that a sub- 

stantial bank of what has been called "prepositional knowledge" must be 

available.  For S_s who do not have a well integrated set of general 

experiences in the required area (e.g., in this case, in probability 

of events), it seems that attempts to achieve learning outcomes that can 

support creative problem solving will fail.  This is so because the kind 

of learning outcome that supports creative problem solving (e.g., as 

displayed by Sequence G 3s) is acquired by embedding the problem solving 

rule in a bank of the appropriate prepositional knowledge.  Instead of 

demanding that Ss who lack the appropriate prerequirite knowledge 

learn a given problem solution rule, and thereby insuring either no 

learning or a very specific kind of encoding, it seems a better educa- 

tional practice to first provide Ss with the necessary prerequisite 

concepts.  Previous findings (Egan 6 Greeno, 197 3; Greeno & Mayer, 

in prep.) which show individual differences in specific prerequisite 

knowledge to be far more important for "discovery" learning methods 

"ban for "rule" learning methods support this argument. 

In short, the results seem to indicate that for those kinds of 

learning whose goal Ls a quick, efficient ability to perform a given set 

o-f ooerations (o.^.. arithmetic operations) only a narrci set of 

existing knowledge is necessary, but for learning that supports 

creative problem solving (e.g., reconstructing a procedure for new 

problems) the need to make sure S possesses the prerequisite knowledge 
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is essentials  These results suggest that discovery teaching to Ss who 

lack the appropriate prepositional knowledge will not result in discovery 

learning or creative problem solving, and may result in no learning at all. 

La ■, _ 'Ji. .-3 

The generality of these findings is limited by a number of factors 

including the pecularities of the binomial as the to-be-taught rule. 

The concept of binomial probability is expressed as a fairly complicated 

and seemingly arbitrary mathematical rule made up of a set of conceptual 

variables (with potential meaning in terms of S/5 existing prepositional 

knowledge) and a set of mechanical operators (with relevance for a narrow 

range of experience with arithmetic calculations).  Thus it seems that 

the conclusions concerning the binomial are most likely to apply in the 

learning of problem solving procedures which are expressed as complicated 

rules and which can be structured in memory in terms of meaningful 

variables or in terms of algorithmic operations.  A main instructional 

variable in such cases is the degree to which the potential "meanings" 

of the component variables are emphasized versus the degree to which 

the mechanical operations are emphasized.  For example, in an unpublished 

study using this instructional variable in conjunction with teaching 

Bayes' Theorem evidence for the expected structural differences was 

obtained (Stiehl, 1973).  It seems clear, however, that more studies 

using a wider range of problem materials, as well as different Ss , and 

long-term experimental designs would be useful. 

  & 



APPENDIX A 

COMPLETE TEACHING PROGRAM TEXTS FOR SEQJENCE F AND G 

Sequence K - Part I (Introduction) 

P(R|N) = C(N,R) x PR x (1-P)N"R 

This is called the binomial formula.  It can be used to find the 

probability that something called "success" occurs R times in N trials. 

The symbol P(R|N) stands for the probability of R successes in N 

trials.  R is the number of successes and N is the number of trials. 

For example, if R = 2 and M = 4, P(R|H) is the probability of 2 successes 

in 4 trials.  We might roll a die 4 times and define success as rolling 

a 5 or 6.  If R = 2 then F(R|N) is the probability of rolling a 5 or 6 

twice in 4 rolls. 

To find the value of P(R|N) we need to find three values.  The 

formula is: 

P(R|N) = C(M,R) x PR x (I-P)N"R. 

Thus, P(R|N) is the product of three terms: 

(1) C(N,R) 

,R 

(3)  (1-P) 

(2)  P' 

N-R 

You will need to remember hew to find the value of each of the three 

terms in the formula ^ov  P(N!R).  The first term is C(N,R).  As we will 

sec later the value of C(N,R) depends on N—the number of trials-- and on 

R—the number of successes.  The second term in the formula is P .  R is 

the number of successes and P is the probability of success.  The third 
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term in the  formula  is   Cl-Pl111"^      i   v   •     ^ muia  is   U P)       .     l-P ls  the  probability of failure and 

N-R is the number of failures. 

Sequence F - Part II  (Combinations) 

As we  said earlier,   the  first  stPn tn  ?-'**;*■ ■ ■   <   ■ xirsx btep to r.nc.ng out what PCRJN) equals 

is  to  calculate  the  value of ri'w ?}       ^    ^-   ■    ■ ^aiue ot  CtN.R).     Fo  find the  value  of C(N,R)  use 

the  formula: 

C(NSR) = —!;!    , 
R!x(N-R): 

(Remember that the  "I"  symbol  stands   for factorial_     To  caicu.ate  ,.,__ 

read "N factorial"-multiply N times  N-l times  N-2  and  so on down to 1. 

That  is,  NI   = N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3)   ...   (1).     For example  51=5x^x3x2 

>■ r=  120 or 3-   =  3  x 2 x 1 =  6.     Also note that by definition 1-   = 

1 and 0!   = l. ) 

To  find the  value  of C(N,R): 

(a) Take N N 

(b) Make  it M!    '.'.'.IV 
(c) Take  R ...'..*.R 
(d) Make  it  RI    !.".*R! 
(e) Take N minus  R   NIp 
(f) Make  it   (N-R)!    (N-R)! 
(g) Multiply R!   times   (N-R)!    R!(N-R)! 
(h) Divide  R!(H-R)!   into  N!    N!/R!(N-R)!) 

As  an example of the  formula  C(N,R)  =  N!/(RI   x  (N-R)!),  think of R = 1 

and N = k.    Then, 

C(N,R)   = JLL    =  ^-3*2x1  _  , 
113! 1x3x3x1  "  4- 

To find the value of C(4,l) the steps are: 

(a) N = U 

(b) N!   =  4   x  3  x   2   x   1   =   24 
(c) R  =   -, 
(d) R!    .:   I 
(e) N-P   -  3 

(f) (N-R)     -3x2x1=6 
(g) RKr^R)!   =1x3x2x1  =  6 
(h)     NI/<Ri(N-R)!)   =4x3x2x1/1x3x2x1=   24/6  =  4 
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As another example if we define successes as 5 or 6 and roll a die 

five times getting three successes, we have II = 5 and R = 3, and the 

value of C(H,R) is: 

C(N,R) 5!    5x4x3x2x1 
10. 

3!x2!   3x2x1x2x1 

You can check this answer by carefully going through each step of the 

formula for C(N,R). 

You know how to find 

Sequence F - Part Ilia (Joint Probability-PR Term) 

Recall that P(R|N) = C(NSR) x P
R x (l-P)N"R. 

C(N,R), 

R 
To find P we must find P, the probability of success.  In general 

P is the proportion of trials on which a success would occur if there 

were a very large number of trials.  For example, if success is defined 

as rolling a 5 or 5 on a die, then P = 1/3. 

To find P , simply take P and raise it to the Rth power.  (Note 

that P = P and p0 = 1.) To find the value of PR: 

(a) Take P 
(b) Raise it to the Rth power. 

For example, if P = 1/3 and R = 3, then p' = (1/3)3 = 1/27.  To find 

R 
the value of P the steps are: 

(a) P = 1/3  , 
(b) PK = (1/3)J = 1/27. 

As another example, if success is rolling a 5 or 6 on a die and the number 

R 
of successes is two, then P = 1/3, R = 2 and P = (1/3)  = 1/9 rne 

steps to finding P ' are just to take P and then raise it to the Rth power. 
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M-F 
Sequence F- Part Illb (Joint Probability-(1-P)   Term) 

P       H-P 
Remember the formula is P(R|M) = C(N,R) x P x (1-P)  .  You now 

p 
know how to find C(N,R) and P . 

N-R 
To find the value of (1-P)' " there are three steps: 

(a) Take P  P 
(b) Subtract P from one  1-P 
(c) Take H  N 
(d) Subtract R from N  N-R N_R 
(e) Take 1-P and raise it to the (N-R)th power ..(1-P)1 

For example, if success is a 5 or 6 then P = 1/3 and 1-P =2/3.  If 

there are five trials and two successes then N = 5, R = 2, and N-R = 3. 

In this case, 

(1-P)N"R = (1 - 1/3)5"2 = (2/3)3 = 8/27. 

The probability of success is P and the probability of failure is 

1-P.  Similiarly, the number of successes is R and the number of failures 

is (N-R).  In our example, the probability of failure is 2/3 and the 

number of failures is 3.  Thus, 

(1-P)N"R = (2/3)3 = 8/27. 

Remember, if P = 1/3, N = 5, and R = 2 then the steps to finding the 

value of (1-P) ' are: 

(a) P = 1/3 
(b) I-P = 2/3 
(c) M = 5 
(d) N-R =3 
(e) (l-P)   = (2/3r = 8/27. 
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On the other hand, a failure occurs whenever success does not occur. 

For example, if we say a success is either of the outcomes k: or 6 in 

rolling a die, then the outcome 1, 2, 3, or U could be a failure.  The 

probability of failure is:  Probability of success subtracted from one. 

If success is rolling 5 or 6, probability of success Ls 1/3 and 

probability of failure is 2/3. 

The next concept to learn is a sequence.  A sequence is what 

happens when we conduct several trials, one after the other.  Suppose 

each trial is rolling a die and we define a success in some way.  If 

we roll the die five times we might obtain the sequence (failure, 

failure, success, failure, success), or more simply (F, F, S, F, G). 

Any sequence has a probability.  The probability of a sequence 

is the product of the probabilities of the individual events.  For 

example, if probability of success is 1/3, then the sequence (success, 

failure, success) has probability (l/3)x(2/3)x(l/3) = 2/27.  The sequence 

(F, F, S, 5, F) has probability (2/3)x(2/3)x(l/3)x(l/3)x(2/3) = 3/2U3. 

We let the number of trials in a sequence be symbolized by the 

letter N and the number of successes in those trials is called R. 

The number of failures is N-R. 

M =   number of trials 
R =   number of successes 
W—p — number r^s   failures 

For example, in the sequence (S, F, S) there are three trials and two 

successes.  Therefore, M = 3, R = 2, and N-R = 1. 
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Sequence G - Part II (Combinations) 

As we said earlier,  when a trial is repeated several times we get a 

sequence of outcomes, consisting of a pattern of successes and failures. 

riut different outcome sequences car. have the same number of successes. 

"or example, in three trials we can have two successes in three 

different ways:  (S,S,F), (S,F,S), and (F,S,S). 

The number of different sequences having R successes in h trials 

is called the number of combinations, denoted by C(N,R).  "'hink of C(X,R) 

as the number of ways P. successes can occur in N trials. 

To find the number of ways P successes can occur in N trials take 

M! (read "N factorial") divided by the product R! /. (N-R)!.  (Remember 

that "!" means take the number before it times itself minus one, times 

that number minus one, and so on down to on'3, e.g., 5! = 5x4x3x2x1 = 120 

or 3! = 3x2x1 = 6.  Note that by definition 1! = 1 and 0! = 1). 

Use the formula: 

M' 
C(N,R) =   ">' ~.     = number of ways R successes can occur m M trials. 

R . x(. Ü-K). 

N! h(lI-l)(M-2) 1 
R!x(!I-R):   (R(R-l)(R-2) l)x(:J-R)(:i-R-l)(:J-R-2 ) 1) 

As an example of finding C(ii,R), think of one success in four trials. 

There are four sequences:  (S,F,F,F), (F,S,F,F), (F,F,i,F), (F,F,F,S). 

This agrees with the formula: 

U '■•   K!x(!I-R)!   -^'-;   nxs;   1x3x2x1 
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(SGF), (SFS), (FSS).  If P = 3/4, each sequence h£- probability OATx 

(1/4)  = G/64.  We have two successes in three trials if any of the 

three sequences occurs. 

Going on, if there are three sequences in the set with two successes, 

and each sequence has probability 9/6U, then the probability of obtaining 

one of those three sequences is 3 x 9/64 = 27/b1+.  We know that the number 

of sequences having R successes in N trials is C(N,R).  Also, the 

R     '!]-v 

probability of each such sequence is P x(l-P)  ".  Thus the probability 

of R successes in N trials is: 

C(N,R) x P x(l-P)  ' = probability of R successes in N trials. 

We use the symbol P(R'N) to stand for the probability of R successes in N 

• 31 His ['his  gives a  formula  called the  binomial  formula: 

H-P 
P(R1N)  =  C(N,R)xP x(l-P) 

For example, the probability of one success in four trials is denoted as 

P(1J4) since R = 1 and N = 4.  If P = 1/3, then P(lK) = C(U ,1 )x(l/3 )1x 

(2/3)3.  C(4,l) = U.  (l/3)1x(2/3)3 = 8/81.  So P(u|l) = - x (8/81) = 

32/81 or .395.  Mote that this equation is just a simple way of saying 

that the probability of R successes in N trials equals the number of 

possible sequences with R successes in N trials times the probability 

of anv one of those secuences. 
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